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A semiaffine space will be defined as an incidence space in which each plane is 
a semiaffine plane. Semiaffine spaces (P, 9) with dim P~> 3 will be classified. The 
exhaustive list of all planes which appear is similar to the list of all finite semiaffine 
planes given by P. Dembowski (Arch. Math. 13, 1962, 120-131) and J. Totten and 
P. De Witte (Math. Z. 137, 1974, 173-183). For dim P~> 3 and at least four points 
on every line, a semiaffine space (P, 9) can be embedded in a projective space. 
The semiaffine spaces in which there exist lines with only two points will also be 
classified. © 1993 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
An incidence space (P, ~) is defined as a set P of points and a set ~ of 
certain subsets of P, called lines, in which every line contains at least two 
points and any two distinct points are elements of exactly one line. 
An incidence space (E, ~) with dim E = 2 (cf. Section 2) is called a semi- 
affine plane, if for each point x e E and each line G ~ 9, there is at most one 
line passing through x and not meeting G. 
Examples of semiaffine planes are: 
(a) all projective planes; 
(fl) all punctured projective planes, i.e., all projective planes with one 
point deleted; 
(7) all projective planes with one line and all its points but one 
deleted; 
(6) all affine planes. 
Answering a question by G. Pickett and R. Baer, P. Dembowski showed in 
1962 in [5]  that any finite semiaffine plane (E, ~) with ]GI ~> 3 for every 
G~ belongs to one of the classes (~), (fl), (7), and (6), but an infinite 
semiaffine plane need not be a member of these classes. Semiaffine planes 
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can be constructed such that they have an arbitrary number of projective 
lines (cf. [5, 8, 14]). 
Also, Dembowski partly answered in [5] a question of [4], where 
R. J. Bumcrot asked for a characterization of the incidence spaces in which 
all planes satisfy the following condition 
(B) If the points u, v, w are not collinear and the line G meets the line 
u, v, then G meets also at least one of the lines u, w or v, w. 
J. Totten and P. De Witte consider in [20] the case where the whole 
incidence space satisfies (B). Allowing lines with only two points 
(Sylvestrian lines) they show that all finite incidence spaces (P, ~) with 
dim P>~2 satisfying (B) are given by the classes (c0, (/3), (y), (3), and 
(5) all (finite) near-pencils, i.e., all points but one are collinear; 
(~) all (finite) complete graphs on five or more elements, i.e., all lines 
have only two points. 
Hence it follows that a plane (E, ~) fulfills (B) if and only if E is a 
semiaffine plane (cf. [20, Theorem B]). In particular any finite semiaffine 
plane belongs to one of the classes (~), (fl), (y), (6), or (5) (el. [20, 
Corollaries 8, 9 ] ). 
In [-1] A. Beutelspacher and A. Kersten generalize finite semiaffine 
planes and consider incidence spaces in which the number of lines passing 
through a point x and not meeting a line G is an element of a set 
S= {0, 1, s} with s~> 3. For a generalization, see also [11]. 
All results mentioned above, deal especially with the case in which the 
whole incidence space (P, ~) satisfies (B) or a similar condition. There are 
also results concerning the case dim P ~> 3 and having an assumption only 
on the planes of the space. 
If (P, ~) is an incidence space in which all planes are affine planes of 
order at least 4, then (P, ~) is an affine space, as shown by F. Buekenhout 
in [3] and, independently, by H. Karzel and I. Pieper in [9] (confer also 
the short presentation of the proof by K. S/Srensen in [16]). The assump- 
tion that the affine planes have order at least 4 is important, since already 
G. Bol in 1-2] and, independently, M. Hall in [7] have given an example 
of an incidence space in which the planes are affine planes with order 3, but 
the space is not an affine space. (The relation "parallel" is not transitive, 
el. [15].) 
In another frame H. Karzel and I. Pieper discussed in [9] the case that 
each plane of an incidence space is either of type (~), (/~), or (fi) (slit space). 
L. Teirlinck generalizes the result of Buekenhout, Karzel, and Pieper in 
[17, 18]. An affino-projective plane is a projective plane from which a sub- 
set of a line has been deleted. He proved in [18, Chap. V] that if all planes 
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of an incidence space (P, 9.) are affino-projective and if at least one of these 
has at least order 4, then P is embeddable in a projective space R. If P is 
finite-dimensional, then R\P  is a subset of a hyperplane of R (cf. [19, 
p. 301]). If any plane of an incidence space is either affine or projective, 
then all planes are affine or all planes are projective (cf. [17]). 
Until now, the classification of the incidence spaces in which all planes 
are semiaffine planes (not necessarily finite), i.e., all planes satisfy (B), has 
remained open. In this paper we give a complete solution. 
2. SEMIAFFINE SPACES 
Let (P, 9.) be an incidence space (cf. [10, Sect. 8]). For a subset ToP  
let 9.(T) := {G c~ T: G e 9. and i G n TI ~> 2}. We call Tc  P a subspace of P, 
if for every pair of different points x, y ~ T there is a line G e 9. with x, y ~ G 
and GcT,  i.e., 9.(T)c9..  
Let S5 be the set of all subspaces. For a subset Xc  P we denote by 
)?:= 0x=r~5 T, the closure of X. Clearly )7 is a subspace of P. For every 
subspace T let dim T :-- inf{] XI : J?= T} - 1. A plane E of P is a subspace 
of P with dim E = 2. Two lines G, H ~ 9. are called copIanar, if there exists 
a plane EcP  with G, Heg.(E).  
Remark 1. Every semiaffine plane (E, 9.) fulfills the exchange property 
(cf. [4, 5, 20]); i.e., for every three non-collinear points x, y, zeE  we have 
PROPOSITION 1. Let (E, 9.) be a semiaffine plane with a finite line H 
(i.e., IH] e N) and an infinite line G. Then IH[ =2 and ( E, 9.) is an infinite 
near-pencil, i.e., E= G w {z} with z e H \  G. 
Proof, If there exists a point xeE \{GuH},  then for every yeG 
except for at most one point, the line x-~ meets the line H, thus I HI/> 
IG I -1 ,  a contradiction, since H is finite and G is infinite. Hence 
E = G u H. Thus for every y e G and every z e H \  G, I y--721 = 2, in particular 
y-T2 is finite, hence E= G w {y-'72} = G w {z}. 
An incidence space (P, 9.) is called a semiaffine space, if every plane of 
P is a semiaffine plane. 
Remark 2. Every subspace of a semiaffine space is a semiaffine space. 
Let (P, 9.) be a semiaffine plane. Two lines G, He  9. are called parallel, 
denoted by G II H, if G = H or if they are coplanar and have no point in 
common. We call a line L e 9. a projective line, if L n H ~ ~ for every line 
H which is coplanar with G. 
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Let ~p be the set of all projective lines. Thus for every line GE~\~p, 
there is at least one line He  ~\{G} which is parallel to G. 
For xeP  let } := {Ge~'xeG} denote all lines passing through x. 
Remark 3. The relation "parallel" is transitive for the lines of a plane. 
PROPOSITION 2. I f  (P, ~) is a semiaffine spaee with dim P>~3 and 
[ G[ >~ 3 for every G e ~, then every plane E of (P, 9.) belongs to one of the 
classes (~), (//), (7), or (6). 
If we assume that there is a line H e ~ which is finite, then, by Proposi- 
tion 1, every line G which is coplanar with H is also finite, since we have 
the assumption [HI/> 3. Hence every line of ~ and every plane of P is 
finite. Thus our assertion follows from the result of Dembowski [5]. There- 
fore we may assume IG]>~ 5 for every G e ~. We prove Proposition 2 in 
several steps. 
(1) Let G, Ke~ be different parallel lines, let yeG,  and ceGuK\G.  
Then K n y, C is a point. 
Proof Since G, K are different parallel ines, G w K is a plane. Hence G 
is the only line of the semiaffine plane G u K which is passing through y 
and not meeting K. Thus for ceGuK\G,  Kny ,e  is a point, since 
T,c~G,K. 
(2) Let G, G', K be different lines with G II K and G' ~ G u K. I f  G, G' are 
coplanar and G', K are eoplanar, then G' l] G and G' l] K. 
Proof If we assume weGnG' ,  then wCK, since GnK=~.  By 
Remark 1 it follows that G~K=Ku {w}. Again by Remark 1, the 
hypotheses "K, G' coplanar" and we G' imply G 'c  K u {w} =G u K, a 
contradiction. Hence G n G' = ~,  and also Kn  G' = ~.  
(3) Let G, Ke~\~p be different parallel lines and He~ with 
u := G n He P. With the exception of at most two points Pl, P2 ~ H, there 
exists for every xeH\{p l ,p2}  a line G' e ~c with G'IIG and G'[IK. 
Proof Casel. H~G~K.  Leta, beKwitha~bandce-d---- ,u\{a,u}. 
By (1), v=b,c~G is a point. Let p3eH\{u}.  For at most one point 
p leH we may have a,p~ne, p3=(~ and for at most one point 
p2eH\{p l}  may q2=a, p2nc,  p3 exist with b, q2nv, p3vL~. For every 
xeH\{p l ,p2 ,p3  }, q=a, x~c ,  p3 and y=b,  qnv,  p3 exist (see Fig. 1). 
For G' := x--7-Y the lines G; G' are coplanar, the lines G, K are coplanar, 
and G' 9t G u K, hence G' II K and G'II G by (2). 
If pa does not exist, the proof of Case 1 is finished. If Pa exists, then 
a, p~ n c, 2 ¢ ~ for every z e H \  {P3 }, otherwise a, Pl would have the two 
different parallel ines c-S-2 and c, P3 passing through c. Since also ~ has 
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at most one parallel line passing through c and since I H I ~> 5 there is a 
point zeH\{u ,  p3} with r l=a,  p lnc ,  z and r3=a, p3~c,z .  Thus 
v, z n b, r I # ~ or v--72 n b, r 3 # ~ and with Yi = v, z n b, r i the line pi, Yi is 
parallel to G and K for i = 1 or i = 3 by (2). 
Case 2. H c G w K. Let H '  ~ ~ b a line with H '  4: G u K. Then by Case 1 
there exists G"c  G u H '  with G II G" and G"# G, hence G" d G w H. Now 
by Case 1 to each x E H \  {p~, P2} there exists a line G '~ ~c such that G' II G 
and G' II G" and, by Remark 3, G' II K. 
(4) Let G, He  ~2\~2p with u = G n H. Then for every x E H there exists 
G' ~ ~c with G I[ G'. I f  G I] X for a line X, then G' l] X. 
Proof Since G(E.~p, there is at least one line X¢£\{G} which is 
parallel to G and by (3) there is even a line K ¢~ HuG with GI[K. Let 
a ~ K. By (3) there is a line H1 with H1 II H and v = G n H 1 # u and again 
by (3), since 1a--7-,-~1>~5, there is a line H 2 with H2IIH, H 1 and 
c=a, unH2#a,  u (see Fig. 2). The point b=K~-?,  v exists by (1). Also 
for x ~ H the points q = a, x c~ H2 and y = b, q c~ H~ exist. If x ~ K w G, i.e., 
x = u, then clearly G' := x, y = G, hence G' II G, K. If x ¢ K~ G, then by (2) 
the line G' = ~, y is parallel to G and K. Moreover we have proved : ( • ) If 
K~ £ with KI[ G and K ~ Hu G, and if x~ H, then there is a G 'z  ~ with 
G'IIG, K. 
Let X be a line with XHG. If X~HuG,  then XIIG' by Remark 3. If 
X ~ H u G, then by ( , )  there is a line G"~ ~c with G"IrX and G"IIG. 
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Since we have only one line passing through x and parallel to G, it follows 
that G '= G", i.e., Xll G'. 
(5) Let Ge£\£  and L6£  with v=GnL.  Then for every x~GuL\L  , Pn P 
there is a line G ~ x with G ]1G'. If G [] X for a line X, then G' II X. 
Proof We may assume x ¢ G. Since G ~ £\~p there is a line K' # G with 
G]IK' and by (3) there is a line K~ GwL with GIIK, thus x$GwK.  
Let u~G\{v} and H:---u-Tff. Since LG~p and HcGuL ,  there exists 
p=HnL.  Let a~K and c~,u \{a ,u} .  By (1), b=~,cnK.  If q= 
a, xnp ,  c, then y---Lnb, q, since L~p and by (2), G':=x-TYlIG. If 
a, xnp,---~= ~,  then a--72, K~ £ \£p  and because a= a, xn  K, there is a line 
G '~ with G'IIK, G by (4). Hence:(**) If KE£  with KIIG and 
K dz G w L, and if x E G ~o L\L,  then there is a line G' ~ ~ with G' I[ G, K. 
Now let X be a line with X[IG. If XcGuL ,  by Remark 3, XIIG'. If 
X ~ G u L, then by ( ** ) a line G" ~ ~ exists with G" II G, X. Since G' is the 
only line passing through x with G' I[ G, it follows that G" = G', thus X II G'. 
(6) Let Ge£\£p  and Leap with v=GnL.  Then ILl ~>6. 
Proof By (3) there is a line KcGuL  with GIJK and G#K. Let 
xEK~L. Since [GI >~5 and Ke ~c, there are at least 6 lines in the plane 
G w L passing through x and meeting L, because L e £p. Hence ILI ~> 6. 
(7) Let G, H ~ £\£p with u = G n H and L ~ £p n £(G u H). Then there is 
a point zeL  such that for every line KE ~ n£(GwH)  it follows that 
KnG#~.  
Proof By (4) we may assume u$L.  (Since, if u~L,  there is a line 
/ t~ £(G u H)\~p with/tl[ H and fi := / tn  G ¢ L.) Since L ~ £p, the points 
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v=Gc~L and p=HnL exist. Let a 'EP \GuH.  If a', ue£\£p,  then by 
(4) for any point aea', u\{u} there are lines G', H 'e  ~ with GIIG' and 
HIIH'. If a', ue£p, then by (6) la', ul/>6. By (3), for each of the lines G 
and H, there are at most two points of a', u, with no line passing through 
these points and parallel to G and H, respectively. Thus a ~ a', u\ {u} exists 
with G', H '~ ~ and GI[G' and HHH' (see Fig. 3). 
We have H c~ G' u H' = ~.  Since e • H n G' u H'  and H' II g would 
imply HcG'uH ' ,  hence also G~G'uH' ,  i.e., GuH=G'uH'  and 
a, a' e G u H, a contradiction to a' ¢ G w H. 
Let c~a',u\{a,u}. Then the points b=G'n~,v  and q=H'n 'c ,p  
exist by (1). Since L e£p, there is the point z=b, qnL ,  thus 
z~(Gu H) c~(G' w H'). 
If there is a line Ke ~ with KIIG, then t :=HnK exists by (1). Since 
H~£\£p ,  by (4), G'I[K, therefore teKcG'w{z}=G'u{q}=G'uH' ,  
hence t s H n G' u H', a contradiction to H n G' u H'  = ~.  
(8) Let G, HE~\!~p with u=GAH and let LG!~pA~(GuH). Then a 
point z ~ G u H exists, such that ~ n £(G w H) = £p n £(G w H) and for 
every x e G u H\  { z } there is a line G' ~ ~c with G' Ir G. 
Proof By (7), z~L exists, such that for every line Ke ~ ~£(GuH)  it 
follows that KnG¢~.  Let Ae~c~£(GwH) ,  then AnG¢~.  If we 
assume A ¢ £p, then by (4), there is a line K passing through z e A which 
is parallel to G, a contradiction. Thus (~ n £(G U H) )c  £p. 
Now for every x e G u H \  {z} there is a projective line L' ~ ~ n £(G u H) 
with xCL' and GnL'¢~ZJ. Then by (5), G'e } with G'I[G exists. 
For Ke  £p n £(G u H), by (7), a point w e K exists, such that for every 
line K '~n£(GwH)  it follows that K 'nG¢~.  Hence z=w and 
~pn!~(Gu H)c  ~. 
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Case (e). Let ~(E) ~ ~p. Then (E, ~(E)) is a projective plane. 
Case (fl). Let ~(E)~pTL~, !~(E)\!~pS~, and for all G, He 
!~(E)\~p let G I[ H. Then for every x e E there is a line L e ~(E)n  ~p with 
xCL.  By (5), Ke  } exists with KIi G, thus (E, ~(E)) is a projective plane 
with one point deleted. 
Case (7). Let ~(E) c~ ~p ¢ ~,  ~(E) \~p ~ ~,  and let there exist distinct 
G, H~P.(E)\~p with Gc~H~fg.  
By (8), a point zeE=GuH exists, such that ~ c~!~(E)=~pn!~(E) 
and for every x eE \{z}  there is a line G'e ~c with G'IJG. Hence 
(E\{z}, !~(E\{z})) is an affine plane and (E, ~(E) ) is  a projective plane 
with one line and all its points but one deleted. 
Case (6). Let !~(E) n ~p = ~.  
Then by (4) for every G e !~(E) and every x e E there is a G' with G II G', 
i.e., (E, ~(E)) is an affine plane. 
By (4) and (5): 
PROPOSITION 3. Let (P, !~) be a semiaffine space with dim P/> 3 and for 
every line G e P~, I G [ >~ 5. Then the relation "parallel" is transitive. 
Proof Let GIIG' and GItX with G¢G'  and let veG,  weG'.  If 
v, weP~\!~p, then G'IIX by (4). If v-S-~E !~p, then for xeG' \ (w},  it holds 
that x' ~ G w G'\v--~ and G' ~ ~, hence G' JJ X by (5). 
3. PROJECTIVE EMBEDDING 
PROPOSITION 4. Let (P, ~) be a semiaffine space with dim P~> 3 and 
IGI >~4 for every line Ge ~. Then (P, 9.) is embeddable in a projective space 
(R, 9~). I f  dim Pet~,  then the set R \P  is a subset of a hyperplane of R. 
Proof Proposition 4 is a consequence of Proposition 2 and Theorem V.1 
in [18] (cf. the concluding remarks in [-19]). 
In particular the planes of the classes (~), (fl), (y), and (6) are affino- 
projective planes in the sense of Teirlinck. If ~\!~p ~ ~,  since ]GJ ~> 4 for 
any G ~ !~, every plane of P has at least the order 4. Therefore by [18, 
Theorem V.1], P is embeddable in a projective space R, and if dim Pc  N, 
then R\P  is a subset of a hyperplane of R. If !~ = !~p, then every plane is 
projective and (P, ~) is a projective space. 
(9) Let (R, 91) be a projective space with [L l~  4for every line L e 91, and 
let Pc  R with I PI/> 2. Then (a) and (b) are equivalent: 
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(a) (P, 91(P)) is a semiaffine space with IGI~>3 for every line 
G e 91(P), and there is a line Ke  91 with I K\P[ <<. 1. 
(b) For every line L e 91, the set L n P is either (i) the empty set, (ii) 
a point, (iii) a line with one point deleted, or (iv) a line. 
Proof For XcR let X~ (X)  be the closure of (R, 91). 
(a) =~ (b). Let Ke  91 with I K\P I  ~< 1. We show that for every He  91(P), 
i.e., (H)  e 91 and [ (H)  n P I >~ 2, it follows that I (H)  \ P [ ~< 1. 
First we assume u=KnH.  Since [G[>~3 for every line Geg~(P), 
a point xeKuH\ (KuH)  exists. If there are two distinct points 
p, qe(H) \H ,  then in the projective space R, (x ,p )c~K¢~ and 
(x ,q )c~K#~.  Since ]K\P[<~I, we may assume v :=(x ,p )nKeP ,  
thus H' :=(x ,v )nPe91(P) ,  Because IH'[~>3, a point weH' \{x ,v}  
exists and one of the distinct lines (q, x )  or (q, w) has the point z e K c~ P 
in common with K, since [K\P[ ~< 1. Hence H' and (q, z )c~P are two 
distinct lines of the plane HuK passing through x, if z---(q, x )nK ,  
or passing through w, if z= (q, w)nK ,  and not meeting H. This is a 
contradiction to the hypothesis that (P, 91(P)) is a semiaffine space. Thus 
for any line G e 91(P) and any points u e Kn  P and y e G, it follows that 
[(u, y ) \P [  ~< 1 and therefore also I (G) \P I  ~< 1. 
(b)=~(a). Let Ge91(P) andxeP\G,  hence (G)e91,  E :=Gu{x} is 
a plane of P and (Gu {x}) is a plane of R with Ec  (Gw {x}) nP  (cf. 
[-12, Section 1]). We assume that H1, H2 c E are two distinct lines passing 
through x and not meeting G. Since (H I ) ,  (H2),  (G)c (E ) ,  p i= 
(H i )  n (G)  e R \P  with i = 1, 2 are distinct points. Thus I (G) \P I  >~ 2 and 
I (G)  n P[ >/2, a contradiction to (b). 
Hence every plane of P is a semiaffine plane and, since I P[>~2, the 
hypothesis (b) implies that there is a line Ke 9~ with [K~P[ ~< 1. Because 
ILl ~> 4 for every line L e 91, [ G[ ~> 3 for every line G e 91(P). 
PROPOSITION 5. Let (R, 91) be a projective space with dim R >~ 3 and 
with J L[>~ 4 for every line L e 9t. Furthermore let P c R be a subset such 
that, t r iP  I ~>2, then there is a line Ke91 with ]K~P[ ~< 1, and if lR \P  I/>2, 
then there is a line K' e ~R with I K' c~ P I <~ 1. 
Then (a) and (b) are equivalent: 
(a) (P, 91(P)) is a semiaffine space with IGI >~3 for every Ge91(P). 
(b) (R\P,  91(R\P)) is a semiaffine space with I HI/> 3 for every line 
He  91(R\P). 
Proof. Since we may define P' :=R\P ,  thus R\P '= P, we need to 
prove only one direction. If P= ~ or P= {x} with xeR,  the assertion is 
clear. If [P[ ~>2, by (9), for every line Le91, the set LnP  is either (i) the 
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empty set, (ii) a point, (iii) a line with one point deleted, or (iv) a line. 
Obviously LkP  = L ~ (RkP) falls into one of these four cases. Then by (9), 
(R\P ,  ~R(R\P)) is a semiaffine space. 
4. CORNER POINTS 
Let (P, ~) be a semiaffine space with dim P ~> 3 and ILI >~ 5 for every 
line L ~ ~. 
Let G ~ ~\~p.  A point z ~ P is called a corner point relative to G, if there 
is no line K6 ~ which is parallel to G. A point z ~ P is called a corner point, 
if for some line G ~ ~\~p,  z is a corner point relative to G. Let F denote 
the set of all corner points. 
Clearly, if z is a corner point relative to a line G, then G, then z ¢ G and 
G u {z} is a plane of type (7). Further by Proposition 3, z is a corner point 
relative to G' for every line G' with G' II G. 
(10) Let z be a corner point relative to G ~ ~\~p and let w be a corner 
point relative to He  ~\~p.  Then all points of z, w are corner points relative 
to G or all points of z, w are corner points relative to H. 
Proof For z= w we have z, w= {z} and the assertion is trivial. Let 
z ~ w. We assume that for x ~ z, ~\  {z } and y ~ z--~\ { w } there exist lines 
G' ~ ~, H'  ~ ~ with G II G' and HII H'. By Proposition 3, z is a corner point 
relative to G', hence zCG', and by Proposition 2, G'w {Z} is a plane of 
type (7). Also H 'u  {w} is a plane of type (7). Therefore for any point 
uEz,-~k{z, w} there exist lines G", H"~ ~ with G"IIG and H"HH. Let 
v~G"k{u}.  Since z is a corner point relative to G", zCG" and v--~, G", 
H" ~ ~\~p,  thus by (4), there are lines H"  ~ ~ with H"  II H" and H ~ ~ ~v 
with H ~. I[ H'". By Proposition 3 it follows that H i~ II H, a contradiction, 
since w is a corner point relative to H. 
(11) Let x,y,  al, a2~P with x¢y ,  a l ,a  2 and a l#a 2, and let 
B1, B2 ~ ~v \~, y with a-7~, x, Bi coplanar, for i = 1, 2. Then there are different 
points bi~ Bi, such that al, a2, hi, b2 are coplanar. 
Proof The planes Biw {x} are of type (~), (/3), (7), or (6) with ai, x, 
x, ycB iu{x} .  Since Ix-Syl~>4, there is a point ze~,y \{y}  with 
b 1 :=ai, zc~Bi and b~z,  since z~x,  yk{y} and B~¢x-~ ( i=1,2) .  For 
b l¢b2,  al,a2, bl,b2 are coplanar. If bl=b2,  then a l ,az~z ,b  I and for 
every b'z~B2\{bl}, the lines al, a2, 61, b~ are coplanar. 
(12) Let U be a subspace of P and let xeP \U ,  then Uu {x}= 
T := U { G ~ ~c : G is" coplanar with a line Hc  U}. 
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Proof For every line G c T, a coplanar line H c U exists, hence 
GcHu{x}cUu{x},  i.e., TcU.  Now we will show that for 
a~, a2eT~{x} with a~¢a2 it holds that al ,  azC  T, i.e., T is a subspace 
of P. 
We may assume a l~ U. Since a~, a2e T, there are lines B~, B~c U with 
a~, x, B'i coplanar, i = 1, 2. Let qs e B~, and assume B I e ~\t~p. Since q~ is not 
a corner point relative to B~ for i=  1, 2, by (10) only one point of ql, q2 
may be a corner point relative to B'I or B;, respectively. Hence there is a 
point y ~ ql, q2 such that if B~ E ~\~p or if B~ ~ t~\~p, then B 1 ~ ~ or 
B2 ~ ; ,  respectively, exists with B~ II B~. If B'~ s ~p, then p~ := a~, x ~ B'~ exists 
and we define Bi :=y,p~ ( i=  1, 2). In both cases Bi t  U, B i t  ~\~,, y, and 
B~, a~, x are coplanar (i = 1, 2). 
By (11) different points b~B~ exist, with a~,a2, bl, b~ coplanar. If 
y~ba, b2, we may assume y ¢ bl and it follows that as, x, al, a~cb~, b2, x, 
since a~, x, b~,y=b~, b~ are coplanar and al-/7~, bl, b2 are coplanar. 
Hence for every cea~, a2, the lines c, x, bl, b2 are coplanar, i.e., ce  T. 
Now let y~ b~, b2. Since a~ ¢ U and y, b~, b 2 ff U we have a~ ¢ bl and 
bly, b~, b~ ~ b ~\at, b~. Thus, for c ~ a~,W2\ {al}, moreover the properties 
that a~, x and b 1, y are coplanar and al ,  a2 = a~, c and b~, b~ are coplanar 
imply by (11) the existence of a line Kcb~,bz ,  y, which is coplanar 
with c,x, i.e., ceT .  Hence T is a subspace and Uw{x}cT  implies 
U~{x}=T. 
(13) Let z ~, z2 ..... z n e P be corner points. Then there exists a line G, such 
that every point xe  Un := {zl, z2 ..... zn} is a corner point relative to G. 
Furthermore G ~ Un = ~ and there is no line H c Un with H [r G. 
Proof We prove (13) by induction. Let z/ be a corner point relative 
to Gi~!~\t2p for i=1  ..... n. For  r=2,3  ..... n we assume that every 
y~Ur  l :={z~,z2  .... ,Zr 1} is a corner point relative to a line G'. By (10), 
zr and all points w ~ Zr, y with y E Ur 1 are corner points relative to G', or 
corner points relative to G,., if zr is not a corner point relative to G'. Thus 
for every y ~ Ur_ 1, all points w e z r, y are corner points relative to a line 
G~{G',Gr}.  
Now let x~ {zl, z2, ..., Zr}\{Zr}. By (12) either ZZrC~ U~_I ¢ ~ or there 
is a line KcUr  ~ with KJIx-7--,~. For  X,Z~C~Ur_ I¢~,  we have already 
shown that x is a corner point relative to G. If KII ~ for a line Kc  Ur_ ~, 
let v~K and u~v---,-Y~r\{v,z~}, then p=x,  uc~K exists, since Kw {Zr} is a 
semiaffine plane. By (10), x is a corner point relative to G, because u E v, z~ 
and p E U~ ~ are distinct corner points relative to G. If we assume 
p ~ U, n G or q ~ H for a line H c U,, with G If H, then p or q, respectively, 
are not corner points relative to G, a contradiction. Hence G n U, -- ~ and 
G is not parallel to a line H c U~. 
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PROPOSITION 6. Let (P, !~) be a semiaffine space with dim P>~ 3 and 
with [ G[ >~ 5 for every G ~ 9.. 
(a) The set F of all corner points of P is a subspace of P. 
(b) I f  d imP=n~N,  then d imF<~n-2 .  
Proof (a) By (10), F is a subspace of P. 
(b) Since FoP ,  by (a), dim F= r <<, n, hence there exists a basis 
{zl .... , Zr} ofF, i.e., F= {zl, ..., Zr}. By (13) there is a line GcP,  such that 
every point x e F is a corner point relative to G, and G is not coplanar 
with any line HcF .  By (12), G c~ Fu{x} for any xeG,  hence 
F ~ Fu  {x} q~ P and dim F<,n-2 .  
Remark 4. For P¢F ,  every plane of the space (P\F, P.(P\F)) is a 
plane of one of the classes (c~), (fl), or (6), which we call a slit plane, and 
(P\F, ~(P\F))  is a slit space, i.e., a projective space with a subspace 
deleted (cf. [9, 13]). By Proposition 5(b), P¢F  for dim Pc  N. 
Remark 5. A semiaffine space need not be locally projective, i.e., the 
incidence space (~, ~x) with !~ x := {E ~ P : E is a plane with x e E} need 
not be a projective space for every x e P. But for P # F, the slit space 
(P\F, ~(P\F))  is locally projective. 
Remark 6. A proof of Proposition 4 is also given in [13] when I G] ~> 5 
for every G ~ ~: An incidence space (M, ~)  is called a [0, m]-space, if for 
every line H e 93l and every point x s M there are at most m lines passing 
through x and coplanar with G but not meeting G. (A [0, m]-space need 
not be locally projective.) A [0, m]-space (M, TJ~) is called homogeneous, 
if furthermore the property (N) is fulfilled: 
(N) Let a, z, w be collinear points and let K, He  ~\~p. If z is a 
corner point relative to H and w is a corner point relative to K, then both 
points z and w are either corner points relative to K or corner points 
relative to H. 
By (10), semiaffine spaces are homogeneous. In [13] it is shown that 
for dim M >~ 3 every [0, m ]-space is projectively embeddable, if the order 
of every plane is at least 3m + 2. 
We remark further that the result of R. Frank in [6] is not suitable for 
the projective mbedding of a semiaffine space, since the planes of the class 
(6) do not satisfy the hypotheses of Frank. 
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5. LINES WITH ONLY TWO POINTS 
Now we consider the case that a semiaffine space (P, ~) contains lines 
with only two points, called Sylvestrian lines. By Proposition 1 the list of 
all finite semiaffine planes, given by Totten und De Witte in [20-I, implies: 
PROPOSITION 7. Let (E, ~) be a semiaffine plane with a SyIvestrian line. 
Then there are four possibilities: 
(I) (E, ~) is the plane obtained by deleting two points (i.e., all but 
one of the points of a line) of the projective plane of order 2, thus I EI = 5; 
(II) (E, ~) is the plane obtained by deleting one point from the 
projective plane of order 2, thus JEI = 6; 
(III) (E, 5E) is a near-pencil with ]EJ ~ {3, 4}; 
(IV) (E, ~) is a near-pencil with ]El >~5, for example, an infinite 
near-pencil. 
Proof If E contains an infinite line, by Proposition 1, (E, ~) belongs to 
case (IV). By [20], a finite semiaffine plane with a Sylvestrian line belongs 
to case (I), (II), (III), or (IV). Observe that the affine plane of order 2 has 
the dimension 3. 
(14) EXAMPLE. For a set I let {(Pi, ~i): i~I} be a set of semiaffine 
spaces. Then with 
and 
P :-- U Pi, 
i~ I  
9~:=(i?9~i) u{{x ,y} 'x~P i ,  y~P j and i , j~ I , i¢ j} ,  
(P, ~) is a semiaffine space, called the product of {(Pi, £i): i~I}. 
Proof Any plane E of P is eigher a plane of a semiaffine space Pi with 
i ~ I or is a near-pencil, hence E is always a semiaffine plane. 
We call two points x ,y~P joinable, denoted with x~y,  if x=y or 
if there are points zl .... , z~P with Ix-7~], [~ l ,  Iz-~-,~,Yl~>3 for 
i=1  ..... n--1. 
Remark 7. By Proposition 7, all points of a semiaffine plane (E, ~), 
which is not of type (III) or (VI), are joinable. 
(15) The relation '~oinable" & an equivalence relation. 
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(16) For every point z of a semiaffine space (P, ~d), Qz := {x e P" x ~ z} 
(~ is a subspace of P, in particular a semiaffine space. 
Proof Since z~z ,  z6Q~v~.  Let u, veQ= with u~v and let 
xe~,v \{u ,v} ,  i.e.; [u--7-61 ~> 3. Then x~u and u~z,  hence by (15), x~z,  
i.e., xeQ~ and u -~c  Q~. 
(17) {Q~:zeP} is a partition of P, i.e., QyC~Qx=~ for Q~¢Qy and 
P= Uz~,~O~. 
(18) Let (E, P-e) be a semiaFine plane and let G, H e ~e be different finite 
lines with I GI =t>~3 and [ H{ >13. Then for every point z e E, there exists a 
line K~ ~ with I KI >~ t and Kc~ G v~ ~.  Further, for every line L ~ ~,  
{L[~>t-1.  
Proof Because G#H,  IGI, IH leN and IG], )HI~>3, by Proposi- 
tion 1 and Proposition 2 the plane E is finite and belongs to one of the 
classes (c0, (/~), (7), or (6). Since IGI =t, E has order t or t - l ,  thus for 
every line L ~ ~2e, IL[ >/t - 1 and for every point z e E there exists a line 
K~ with IK l>t tandKnG~.  
(19) Let (P, ~) be a semiaffine space and zeP.  If  IG] =te%\{1,  2, 3} 
for some line G=Q~, then M:={IH I :He~d(Q~)}~{t - I , t}  or M~ 
{t, t+ l} .  
Proof First we show that for any y e Qz\G there is a line Kc  Qz with 
IKI >~t, yeK,  and Kc~Gv~ ~.  
Let x e G. Since x, y e Q~, x .,~ y. Thus there exist points zl, ..., zn e P with 
] x--S-~[, t ~ l ,  [z--~,~,YL >~ 3 for i=1,  ..., n -1 .  If z ieG,  then G 1 :=G and 
w l :=z  1. If zl ¢ G, then E=Gw{z l}  is a serniaffine plane and since 
IG l=t  .and Ix-;~[>~3 by (18) there exists a line GlCGU{Zl}  with 
z~ e G~, w~ = G jn  G ~ ~,  and ] G~ I >~ t. By induction we get lines G i s ~ / 
with wi = G~ r~ Gi_ 1 and a line G, + ~ e ~ with w, + ~ = G, + j n G,, such that 
[Gi[,[G,+~[~>t for i=2  ..... n. 
I fy~G, ,  then Gn+l=G,=7, ,wn,  hence ]~[>~t-1 .  If G nw{y} is 
a plane, by (18) hy-7-~] >~t-1,  since IG, I, IG,+al>~t>~4. Thus we get 
by induction, for i=n-1  .... ,1, ly---,~l>~t-1, because IGil>~t and 
I~ l~>t - l>~3.  Since IGl>~t, ] y--,--~[ >~ t -1  >~3, by (18) in the plane 
G u { y } there exists a line K e ~ with K n G ~ ~ and I K I >i t. 
Now let H be a line of Q~ and let y, w e H be different points. As shown 
above, lines K s ~ and K' s ~v exist with ] K I, I K' I >~ t, and K n G ¢ ~ and 
K 'c~K¢~.  Hence K -H  or K u K' is a plane with H~KuK'  and by 
(18) it follows that I H[ >~ t -  1. 
Since ] G I = t, for every line H ~ Qz, t - 1 <~ [HI ~ t + 1. ff there exists a 
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line Lc  Qz with ILl = t+ 1, then IHI/> t for every line Hc  Q~, hence 
IH le{t , t+ l} .  If I L l=t -1  for some line LcQ~,  IH le{t - l , t}  for 
every line H c Q=. 
The definition of Q~ and (19) imply: 
(20) I f  Q~ contains a Sylvestrian line, then IHI c {2, 3} for every line 
H<Q~. I f  ]Q~])2 ,  then for every point x~Q~, there exists a line Le  Pv 
with ILl =3. 
Remark 8. For every z e P, no plane of type (IV) is a subspace of Q~. 
But a plane of type (II1) may be a subspace of Qz. 
(21) I f  dim Q~ =~ 2 or if there is a finite line in Q~, then every plane of Q~ 
belongs to one of the classes (e), (/~), (?), (6) or is a plane of type (III). 
Proof If a line Gc  Q~ is finite, then by (19) every plane of Qz is finite, 
and if Q~ contains a Sylvestrian line, then ]HI ~< 3 for every line Hc  Q~. 
Thus, if Q~ contains a finite line, (21) is a consequence of Proposition 2 and 
Proposition 7. If [ G [ ~> 3 for every line G c Qz and if dim Q~ ~> 3, then (21) 
is shown in Proposition 2. 
PROPOSTTION 8. (i) Every semiaffine space (P, P.) is the product of the 
semiaffine spaces { (Q~, P. (Qz))" z ~ P } with Q~ := { x ~ P : x ~ z }. 
(ii) Every plane E of P, which contains a finite line or for which there 
exists a point x ~ E with E ¢ Qx, belongs to one of the classes (e), (/~), (?), 
(a), or (~). 
(iii) Any infinite plane E of P with E= Qx for some x eE  need not be 
a member of one of the classes (c~), (fl), (7), (6), or (g). 
(iv) Let zsP .  I f  ]G l=teN for any line G~P.(Qz), then 
M:={lH l :H~e(Q~)}c{t , t+ l}  or Mc  {t - l , t} .  
(v) / f iG[  >~4 for every line G e P.(Qz), then every plane of Q~ has the 
same order. 
Proof I fxsQ, ,  yeQw, and QzCQw, then Ix-~l =2. Hence (16) and 
(17) imply (i). By (21), (ii) follows, since by Remark 7 any plane E of P is 
either a subspace of a Qz for a point zeE,  or E is a plane of type (lII) or 
(IV), thus a plane of the class (e). In [5, 8] we can find examples for (iii). 
By (19), (20) we get (iv). For dim Q~<2, (v) is trivial by Remark 1. If dim 
Q~ ~> 3 and ] G I ~> 4 for every line G ~ .e(Q:), then by Proposition 4, Q: is 
embeddable in a projective space (R, 91). Therefore every plane of Q~ has 
the same order as (R, 91). 
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Remark 9. In  Q z we can find a p lane of order 2 as well as a p lane of 
order  3. 
EXAMPLE. Let (E, ~e)  be the affine p lane of order 3, let u be a po int  of 
E and  let v, w be "new" points not  on E. Then for P :=Ew {v, w} and 
9. :=9,Ew{(u ,v ,w}}w{{x,y} :xeE\{u  } and y~{v,w}},  (P, 9,) is a 
semiaffine space with P = Q z for any z E P. It is easy to prove that any 
p lane of P is either the affine plane E or is a p lane of type (I) or (II I). 
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